
Gospel Values

The Gospel Values are at the heart of all we do

and inspire our work

Humility, seeing life as a gift

Compassion, empathy

Kindness, gentleness

Justice, working for a fairer world

Forgiveness, reconciliation

Integrity, do what you say

Peace, committed to peace-making, non-violence

Courage, standing up for truth

RE Lent - Compassion and Justice

We will learn about ‘meals’ , why we go to mass, the last supper and what

we say and do when we receive Holy Communion. We will make Lenten

promises and learn to think about how our acts of kindness can help

others around the world in need in our global community.

Holy Week - Humility, Integrity, Courage & Peace

We will be learning about the events in Holy Week. Palm Sunday, the

last supper and the significance of the cross on Good Friday.

Prayers -The Our Father and a Class Prayer - Kindness

We will begin to learn the ‘Our Father’ and prepare a collective class

prayer based on our Gospel Value.

Characteristics Of Effective Learning

At St Mary’s we want our children to be the best

they can be, we encourage a love of learning through

our Characteristics:

Go for it Gorilla: I will have a go

Editing Elephant: I can edit and improve my work

Creative Chameleon: I have my own ideas

Concentrating Crocodile: I join in and concentrate

Persevering Parrot: I keep trying

Proud Peacock: I am proud of what I do

Literacy In phonics sessions we will revisit the RWI set 2 & 3 sounds and tricky words to

embed this learning. We will learn the additional sounds in small steps and apply them in our

writing.

We will be focusing on improving our handwriting with regular handwriting sessions, practicing

letter formation and becoming more consistent in starting and finishing letters in the right

place.

Grandads Island - Integrity, Kindness, Compassion, Humility, Justice

Following ‘The Write Stuff’ scheme, we will be building a rich vocabulary of words to use in our

writing, by stacking sentences for each plot point in the story. We will be learning about the

characters in the story through experience sessions leading to independent story writing.

Ice Planet - Integrity, Peace, Kindness, Compassion

We will learn to write a persuasive leaflet about a theme park by understanding the shapes in

non-fiction writing and using them to structure our leaflet leading to using our own ideas to

write a leaflet.

Maths

We will continue to explore the value of numbers using concrete apparatus in

class - beads, ten and part/whole frames, dienes, number lines & numicon.

We will continue to revisit previous learning through a ‘power up’ starter. We will work

collaboratively to explore problem solving methods through a ‘discover’ task before

sharing and modelling the skills we are learning to then practice these skills by solving

problems collaboratively and independently.

We will continue to count towards 100 in ones, twos, fives and tens and to revise how

we count forwards and backwards, add and subtract and find more or less than a

given number and how to count in tens and ones. We will check our number formation

by referring to our working wall.

We will introduce and learn how to measure - length and height; weight and mass;

capacity and volume. We will compare different measurements.

Science - Justice, Humility, Peace

We will be learning to identify and name a variety of

common animals, including, fish, amphibians, reptiles,

birds and mammals comparing their structure and

examining their features to find which are similar

and different. We will be learning which animals are

carnivores, herbivores and omnivores. We will link

this learning to the animal characters we know from

fairy tales.

ART - Integrity & Courage

We will be learning about water colour paint and

its composition as well as how to use it

effectively in our painting.

Journeys

What can we learn on a journey?

PE - Courage. Compassion, Kindness & Integrity

Gymnastics - we will learn about the different ways we

can move our body with rhythm and in time to music.

We will try different poses and think about how to hold

them with control.

We will learn how to sequence a group of moves to create

a performance.

Music - Peace & Integrity

We will be using the DASP music resources to build our

repertoire of songs we will learn to sing. We will listen

and respond to a variety of musical pieces and relate

them to the pitch, tempo and dynamics of music.

ICT - Courage & Integrity

We will learn to create an animated story in Purple Mash

- 2Create. We will create illustrations in our story and

add text and learn to add on sound (music and voice over)

to improve the story.

PSHE - Compassion, Forgiveness, Peace &

Integrity

In PSHE we will be learning about the people who

are special to us and support us. How we should

treat others well and to learn to say sorry.

Geography - Humility & Justice

We will be learning about the British Isles, how to label the countries,

capital cities and seas around the UK. We will also plot our location,

Dorchester, on the map. We will explore and compare the environments

and the famous landmarks of each country.

Forest School - Justice, Humility, Peace

We will be detecting signs of seasonal change in our

grounds. We will be measuring rainfall and finding out

how wildlife prepares new habitats in spring.




